


KIRA footwear
is a blend of comfort, style 
and sustainability.

Our biggest wish is that your
KIRAs can be worn all day,
every day, season after
season. 

 
 
 
 
 

superior comfort 
 
 
 
 
 

sustainable
 
 

durable
 
 
 
 

recycled
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ABOUT
KIRA’s story began when two
compassionate friends wanted to do
their part in raising the awareness of
fast fashion impact on the planet.

Ever since then, we work every day
towards a better way of doing business
by creating footwear with unbeatable
comfort and minimal ecological
footprint. LEAVE NO TRACE©
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Here at KIRA, we are about to launch
BCOME platform in order to get a 360º
overview of our sustainability performance.

It’s a tool for evaluating the index of
sustainability of a product across four
impact areas: planet, people, transparency,
and circularity.

At the moment the audit is in progress.
Shortly all our products will receive QR
codes, so you can trace all aspects of them.

360º overview 
of our sustainability performance



KIRA works in line with 
EU regulations. 

Each pair is masterfully made
in an innovative Nordic
country Estonia, the home for
Skype, Bolt, Veriff, Wise and
many more. 

Our footwear is produced 
in a factory that has a long
history of manufacturing high
quality military and trekking
boots globally. 
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KIRA is someone who does not
need over-trendy season-by-
season looks. KIRA thrives on
simplicity and timeless pieces.
Everything we are at KIRA.

We do timeless capsule
wardrobe classics that 
are designed to last.



KIRA is a combination of bold and 
kind toward everyone and everything.

All humans should be empowered and
appreciated for what they do for living.



We source the most
innovative, high-quality
recycled shoe components
from certified European
material producers. 

This way, we are playing 
our part in saving the 
world's natural resources 
and reducing waste. 

We love our durable tyre
soles, heavenly soft felt made
out of old plastic bottles,
tough recycled cotton upper
and the list continues.  
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The journey of doing
things right by our 
planet is going to 
be a long one. 

So buckle up, because
we’re just getting
started. For now, take 
a look at some of our
highlights at KIRA so far.

Pitching for a Better Baltic Sea competition winner
Denmark, 2020

Upcycling promorter recognition 
by the Ministry of the Environment Estonia, 2020

Enterprise Estonia (EAS) innovation grant winner
in cooperation with Estonian Academy of Arts, 2021

"The Green Thing" sustainable design competition 2nd place
Estonia, 2022
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All KIRA products are:
✓ comfort fit from day 1

✓ no blisters

✓ no sweat

✓ vegan 

✓ manufactured in Estonia  

✓ made to last

materials:
✓ outsole: car tyres

✓ insole: soft gray recycled felt from plastic bottles

✓ upper material: recycled cotton with water repellent treatment 

✓ lining: Coolmax - antibacterial finish, dries faster than any other material, 

   while regulating the body temperature

✓ toe box & heel counter: recycled marine plastic

RRP €169KI
RA
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RRP €129

materials:
✓ outsole: car tyres

✓ insole: Arneplant Eco 

   breathable, antibacterial, washable, shockproof, recycled

✓ upper material:  imitation of leather textile free from harmful substances  

   STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® label

✓ lining: Coolmax - antibacterial finish, dries faster than any other material, 

   while regulating the body temperature

✓ toe box & heel counter: recycled marine plasticKI
RA
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I have worn nothing else. 
KIRA boots and sneakers are fit for long
hikes in the mountains, city strolls and even
clubbing in the evening.”  

@hannaliisremmelg:

 





RRP €99

materials:
✓ outsole: car tyres

✓ supporting cushions: soft recycled felt from plastic bottles

✓ lining: OnSteam breathable microfiber – leather like sensation, 

 ensures maximum comfort and total dryness

✓ upper material: imitation of leather textile free from harmful substances 

   STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® labelKI
RA
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“For me, every day is an adventure, 
and my footwear must last. That’s why I
love KIRA boots, sneakers and sandals too.
Great for the long distances.” 

@karolinesibul

 





sales@kirashoes.com
+372 524 9377

web: kirasustainable.com

instagram: @kira_sustainable

facebook: facebook.com/Kira-Sustainable

CONTACT US
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